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1.  The Star Formation Threshold and ISM Phases 
 
2.  Star Formation in Molecular Gas 

3.  Molecular Gas in the ALMA Era 



Rob’s combination of carrying out field-changing surveys, careful work on 
interpretation of observations, and synthesis of data across wavelengths 

into physics is an amazing legacy and inspiration. 



I will show a mixture of plots from Rob’s papers, plots from other papers, and plots 
made using data from series of papers by the HERACLES and THINGS 

collaborations drawing heavily on SINGS. 
 

For 30 galaxies H2 from CO 2-1 from HERACLES, HI from THINGS, stellar surface 
densities from SINGS 3.6μm, and SFR from Hα+24μm. 

BIGIEL ET AL. (2008), LEROY ET AL. (2008), WALTER ET AL. (2008), LEROY ET AL. (2009),  
BIGIEL ET AL. (2010), BIGIEL ET AL. (2011), SCHRUBA ET AL. (2011), LEROY ET AL. (2012), 

SCHRUBA ET AL. (2012), LEROY ET AL. (2013), SANDSTROM ET AL. (2013) 



 
1. The Star Formation Threshold and ISM Phases 

 



At low gas column, low stellar surface density, low metallicity, and in 
the stable parts of disks, the SFR-per-total gas and H2-to-HI ratios drop.  

KENNICUTT 1989 
KENNICUTT 1998 

C.F. MARTIN & KENNICUTT 2001 



At low gas surface density (below ~ 10 Msun pc-2 in nearby disks), the 
SFR-per-total gas drops. 

Points:	kpc	regions	in	nearby	disks	
Color	reflects	data	density	
Lines:	radial	profiles	

THINGS & HERACLES, C.F. WONG & BLITZ 2002, BOISSIER ET AL. 2003, ELEMEGREEN & HUNTER 2015  



HI shows a steep and scattered correlation with star formation. The same surface 
density of HI forms stars at many rates depending on other factors. H2 traced by 

CO shows a much tighter relation. SFR/H2 varies less than SFR/HI. 

KENNICUTT ET AL. 2007 



HI shows a steep and scattered correlation with star formation. The same surface 
density of HI forms stars at many rates depending on other factors. H2 traced by 

CO shows a much tighter relation. SFR/H2 varies less than SFR/HI. 

Points:	kpc	regions	in	nearby	disks	
Color	reflects	data	density	
Lines:	radial	profiles	

THINGS & HERACLES, C.F. WONG & BLITZ 2002, BOISSIER ET AL. 2003 



HI shows a steep and scattered correlation with star formation. The same surface 
density of HI forms stars at many rates depending on other factors. H2 traced by 

CO shows a much tighter relation. SFR/H2 varies less than SFR/HI. 

Points:	kpc	regions	in	nearby	disks	
Color	reflects	data	density	
Lines:	radial	profiles	

See SCHAYE 04, GLOVER & CLARK 11, KRUMHOLZ ET AL 11 regarding causality vs. correlation 



KENNICUTT 1989 KENNICUTT ET AL. 2007 

The resolved relation between star formation and gas in galaxy disks has a link to 
their phase structure. Star formation occurs in molecular gas, which is 

concentrated in inner galaxies at high surface densities. Atomic gas extends to 
large radii and often shows central depressions. 



NGC 5194 

NGC 4254 

NGC 3184 

NGC 5457 

NGC 5055 

NGC 2903 

CO emission HI Stars Star Formation 



Both metallicity and the local mass surface density (stars, but also gas 
in the far outskirts) appear to be drivers for this threshold behavior. 

As metallicity 
decreases, 

maximum HI 
column increases 

Lower stellar or 
gravitational potential, less 

gas in molecular phase 



HI Surface density shows a maximum value in galaxy disks that correlates with 
metallicity, consistent with dust shielding being key (see Schruba talk). 

WONG ET AL. 2013, SCHRUBA ET AL. 2018, FUMAGALI ET AL. 2012 

Points:	regions	in	CARMA/VLA	gals	
Color:	metallicity,	one	per	galaxy	

WONG ET AL. 2013 

HI shielding layer ~ fixed in AV depth 
 

Grows in column as dust-to-gas 
decreases along with metallicity. 

 
Maximum HI grows as Z declines. 

KRUMHOZLZ ET AL. 09, 
STERNBERG ET AL. 14. 



SFR per HI where HI > H2 shows a strong correlation with the local stellar surface 
density across several decades. Strong evidence for key role for stellar gravity. 

Points:	kpc	regions	in	nearby	disks	
Color	reflects	data	density	
Lines:	radial	profiles	

THINGS & HERACLES, SHI ET AL. 2011, 2018, HUNTER ET AL. 1998, ELMEGREEN & HUNTER 2015,  
BOISSIER ET AL. 2003, BLITZ & ROSOLOWSKY 2004, 2006, WONG & BLITZ 2002 

Only show points where HI > H2 (i.e., atomic dominated) 



OSTRIKER+ ’10, SHETTY & OSTRIKER ‘11, ELMEGREEN ‘89,  
ELMEGREEN & PARRAVANO ‘94, ELMEGREEN & HUNTER ’15 

BLITZ & ROSOLOWSKY ‘04, ’06, WONG & BLITZ ’02 

KRUMHOLZ+ ’09AB, ’13, MCKEE+ ‘10 GNEDIN
+ ’09, WOLFIRE ET AL. 2010, STERNBERG ET AL. 

2014, LEE, STANIMIROVIC ET AL. 2012 

Disk Structure Cloud/PDR Structure 

STARS (+ DARK MATTER)  

DIFFUSE GAS 

BOUND CLOUDS METALLICITY-
DEPENDENT HI 

SHIELDING LAYER 
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Dynamics also important – arms and other modes can concentrate gas. 



KENNICUTT 1989 

The star formation threshold is the strongest variation in 
SFR-per-gas in the resolved disks in the local universe. HI 
dominates the total gas budget by mass and area. 
  
In the low column outer, HI dominated, parts of disks, SFR 
drops relative to gas column. 

Star formation tracks H2. Causality debatable. 
 
Understood as a mixture of shielding (chemistry), disk 
structure (pressure, stellar gravity). 
 

Open Questions 
 
Wow much cold, opaque HI are we missing? Where is it? 

Do we have the roles of dynamics, disk structure, and 
chemistry correct? 
 
How much does the physical state of the atomic and 
molecular gas actually vary – how much bound HI is 
there, how much diffuse molecular gas? 

 
1. The Star Formation Threshold and ISM Phases 

 



 
2. Star Formation in Molecular Gas 

 



KENNICUTT 1998 

Star formation and gas scale with one another, but some locations 
show higher or lower SFR-per-H2 than others, and (annoyingly) our 

tracers of molecular gas are more or less visible in some galaxies than 
others (i.e., the CO-to-H2) conversion factor changes. 

KENNICUTT ET AL. 2007 



Galaxies and parts of galaxies with high/low SFR relative to stars (sSFR or 
offset from the main sequence) also have high/low SFR relative to H2. 

SAINTONGE ET AL. 2011, 2017, HUANG & KAUFFMANN 2015, TACCONI ET AL. 2018 



Extra support 
(Dynamical suppression of SF) 

Increasing density 
 

CO suppressed by 
low metallicity 

(visibility effect) 

CO enhanced by 
excitation and line 

broadening 
(visibility effect) 

For systems in equilibrium: 

Kennicu:	98	Starbursts	
Garcia	Burillo	et	al.	2012	LIRGs	
Barcos	Munoz	et	al.	2017	U/LIRGs	



Variations in the CO-to-H2 conversion factor at least two major axes: 
chemical/PDR structure variations lead to a suppression of CO emission from 

low metallicity molecular clouds and dynamical broadening and 
temperature increases lead to enhanced CO in dense, hot environments. 

AA51CH06-Bolatto ARI 24 July 2013 10:45
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Figure 9
Conversion factor, estimated from dust-based approaches, as a function of gas-phase abundance. (a) Color points show estimates for
very nearby galaxies [from Israel (1997a), Madden et al. (1997, based on [CII]), Leroy et al. (2007, 2011), Gratier et al. (2010),
Roman-Duval et al. (2010), Bolatto et al. (2011), and Smith et al. (2012)]. Gray points show high-quality solutions from analysis of 22
nearby disk galaxies by Sandstrom et al. (2013), with typical uncertainties illustrated by the error bars near the bottom left corner.
Metallicities are from Israel (1997a), Bolatto et al. (2008), and Moustakas et al. (2010) and quoted relative to solar in the relevant system
[12 + log[O/H] = 8.7 for the first two, 12 + log[O/H] = 8.5 for the latter, which uses the metallicity calibration by Pilyugin & Thuan
(2005). Note that significant systematic uncertainty is associated with the x-axis. The color bands illustrate our recommended ranges in
αCO for the Milky Way and ULIRGs. (b) Colored lines indicate predictions for XCO as a function of metallicity from the references
indicated, normalized to XCO,20 = 2 at solar metallicity where necessary. For these predictions, we assume that giant molecular clouds
have ("GMC) = 100 M⊙ pc−2, which we translate to a mean extinction through the cloud using Equation 21. Dust-based
determinations find a sharp increase in XCO with decreasing metallicity below Z ∼ 1/3 − 1/2 Z⊙.

determined by Sandstrom et al. (2013) for a sample of 22 nearby disk galaxies. In Figure 9b, we
plot theoretical predictions for XCO as a function of metal abundance, assuming the dust-to-gas
ratio is linearly dependent on metallicity. For Wolfire, Hollenbach & McKee (2010), we plot the
equation

XCO(Z′)
XCO(Z′ = 1)

= exp
+4.0 #AV

Z′ AV,MW
exp

−4.0 #AV

AV,MW
, (28)

which is obtained from Equation 27 assuming that the dust-to-gas ratio tracks metallicity. Here
Z′ is the abundance of heavy elements and dust relative to solar, XCO(Z′ = 1) is the CO-to-H2

conversion factor at solar metallicity, and ĀV,MW is the mean extinction through a GMC at Milky
Way metallicity (ĀV,MW ≈ 5 for "GMC ≈ 100 M⊙ pc−2). The prediction for Glover & Mac Low
(2011) simply adapts their equation 16, which gives XCO as a function of AV . We assume that the
mean extinction through a cloud scales as the metal abundance, AV = Z′ AV,MW

XCO(Z′)
XCO(Z′ = 1)

=
!

1 for Z′ ĀV,MW > 3.5
(Z′ ĀV,MW)−3.5 for Z′ ĀV,MW < 3.5

(29)

In the full prediction of Narayanan et al. (2012), XCO depends on a combination of ICO and Z,
rather than metallicity alone. We cannot readily place their predictions in this plot. Instead, we
plot their equation 6, in which XCO depends on Z′ and "H2 . For each of these predictions, we
assume "H2 = 100 M⊙ pc−2, translating this to AV ,0 assuming RV = 3.1 and the dust-to-gas ratio
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“ULIRG” EFFECT METALLICITY EFFECT 

BOLATTO ET AL’13, C.F. DOWNES & SOLOMON ’98  WOLFIRE+ ‘10, SHETTY+ ‘11,  
GLOVER+ ‘11 LEROY+’ 11, NARAYANAN+ ‘12, PAPADOPOULOS+ ’12, SANDSTROM+ ‘13 



H2 

C+ 
CO 

Z, D/G 

Potential 
Well  

Variations in the CO-to-H2 conversion factor at least two major axes: 
chemical/PDR structure variations lead to a suppression of CO emission from 

low metallicity molecular clouds and dynamical broadening and 
temperature increases lead to enhanced CO in dense, hot environments. 

METALLICITY EFFECT 

“ULIRG” EFFECT  
(+ TEMPERATURE) 

BOLATTO ET AL’13, C.F. DOWNES & SOLOMON ’98  WOLFIRE+ ‘10, SHETTY+ ‘11,  
GLOVER+ ‘11 LEROY+’ 11, NARAYANAN+ ‘12, PAPADOPOULOS+ ’12, SANDSTROM+ ‘13 



SAINTONGE ET AL. 2017, ACCURSO ET AL. 2017, CICONE ET AL. 2017, HUNT ET AL. 2015, 
SCHRUBA ET AL. 2012 ; C.F. TACCONI & YOUNG 1987, TAYLOR ET AL. 1998 

ALLSMOG	and	xCOLDGASS	detec@ons	

SFR per CO is higher at low metallicities. Correcting for a metallicity dependence 
CO-to-H2 conversion factor will remove some of this effect. 

SAINTONGE ET AL. 2017, CICONE ET AL. 2017 
HUNT ET AL. 2015 



The ULIRG sense of the conversion factor variations tends to make SFR-per-H2 in 
starbursts and ULIRGs look lower than it actually is. That is, correcting for these 

effects makes starbursts look more extreme and steepens the KS law. 

SINGLE XCO FOR ALL TARGETS 

SFR-PER-H2 
HIGH LOW 

Whole galaxies 

Regions in disks 

Galaxy centers 

Starbursts 



The ULIRG sense of the conversion factor variations tends to make SFR-per-H2 in 
starbursts and ULIRGs look lower than it actually is. That is, correcting for these 

effects makes starbursts look more extreme and steepens the KS law. 

VARIABLE XCO APPLIED 

SFR-PER-H2 
HIGH LOW 

Whole galaxies 

Regions in disks 

Galaxy centers 

Starbursts 



Extra support 
(Dynamical state) 

Increasing density 
 

Kennicu:	98	Starbursts	
Garcia	Burillo	et	al.	2012	LIRGs	
Barcos	Munoz	et	al.	2017	U/LIRGs	



Kennicu:	98	Starbursts	
Garcia	Burillo	et	al.	2012	LIRGs	
Barcos	Munoz	et	al.	2017	U/LIRGs	

Starbursts and galaxy centers show high SFR relative to H2 and we see variations 
in SFR-to-H2 across galaxy disks. 

STARBURSTS – KENNICUTT 1998, GARCIA-BURILLO ET AL. (2012), BARCOS MUNOZ ET AL. (2017) 



One recurring popular idea for what drives SFR-to-H2 is gas volume density or the 
closely related dense gas fraction. Observations show high IR-to-CO ratios to 

correlate with HCN-to-CO and using best estimate densities the SFR-per-gas per 
free fall time shows a narrow range. 

KRUMHOLZ ET AL. 2012 GAO & SOLOMON 2004 

C.F. KRUMHOLZ & TAN 07, NARAYANAN+ 08, JUNEAU+ 09, GARCIA-BURILLO+ 12,  
CROCKER+ 12, LADA+. 2010, 2012,  BUT SEE USERO+ 15, BIGIEL+ 16, GALLAGHER+ 18 



E.G., CROCKER+ ‘12, MEIDT+ ’13, DAVIS+ ‘14, KRUIJSSEN+ ‘14, DECKER FRENCH+ ‘15, ‘18,  
KAUFFMANN+ ‘13, ‘17, ALATALO+ ‘15, LEROY+ 17, VAN DE VOORT+ 18, COLOMBO+ 18 

DAVIS ET AL. 2014	 COLOMBO ET AL. 2018	

Variations in the opposite sense – low SFR-to-H2 – are commonly attributed to 
dynamical state. Gas that is heavily stabilized – by the galaxy potential, extra 
turbulent energy, or AGN feedback will struggle to collapse and form stars. 



Extra support 
(Dynamical suppression of SF) 

Increasing density 
 

CO suppressed by 
low metallicity 

(visibility effect) 

CO enhanced by 
excitation and line 

broadening 
(visibility effect) 

For systems in equilibrium: 

Kennicu:	98	Starbursts	
Garcia	Burillo	et	al.	2012	LIRGs	
Barcos	Munoz	et	al.	2017	U/LIRGs	



CO emission is suppressed at low metallicities, and 
enhanced in deep potential wells and high temperatures. 

Starbursts and galactic centers show high SFR-per-H2. Early 
types and post starbursts show low SFR-per-H2. Dwarf 
galaxies show high apparent SFR-per-CO. 
 
Higher densities drive a higher SFR-per-H2. 

Dynamical stabilization suppress SFR-per-H2 or SFR-per-dense 
gas. Several means of stabilization available. 
 

Open Questions 
 
The CO-to-H2 conversion factor (or dust-to-H2) remains an 
obstacle.  
 
Our measurements of gas density, internal conditions, 
dynamical state, and structure are in their adolescence. 
 
We have only just begun to leverage the time axis offered 
by highly resolved observations. 

 
2. Star Formation in Molecular Gas 

 

KENNICUTT 1998 



Rob’s combination of carrying out field-changing surveys, careful work on 
interpretation of observations, and synthesis of data across wavelengths 

into physics is an amazing legacy and inspiration. 


